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Dr. Frank Pinkerton, the famed "Goat Man" who Tom Wonderling worked as an employee of the
recently retired from Langston University in Ohio State University Agricultural Research and
Oklahoma, once said: Development Center in Wooster, and also raised

feeder lambs to finish on his 78-acre farm nearby. An
executive of Buehler Brothers, a nine-store

"A farm-raised goat may be marketed many supermarket chain located in the northeastern part of
ways -- the simplest is on-farm slaughter and the state, told him about a supply problem they were
consumption. Note that this procedure having. The store's president wanted to buy local
eliminates all middlemen -- the bane of lamb, but since he couldn't get it on a weekly basis
efficient, economical marketing, year round, he was purchasing lamb from out of state.
Alternatively, the goat may be sold to a Wonderling convinced the president to try his lamb.
second owner who then slaughters it and The president was so pleased with Wonderling's lamb
consumes the carcass and perhaps selected that an agreement was made with the producer to
offal. If this owner elects to have the goat provide lambs for the chain.
custom slaughtered a second intermediate
step is introduced. Moving beyond these Tom Wonderling has since retired, and feeds out
simple transactions, one encounters the about 2,500 lambs a year. About two-thirds of them
complexities of the modern food marketing are slaughtered by a nearby packer who also delivers
chain which appreciably increases the cost- them to Buehler Brothers; the rest are sold to
spread between primary producers and another packer, and to individual customers who pay
ultimate consumers." (Pinkerton, 1993) the costs for slaughter and processing. According to

Tom Wonderling, he has never lost money on lambs
since initiating the agreement.

A better understanding of the connection that
exists between the primary producer and the ultimate Certainly this example describes the components
consumer, and how the producer can influence and for any market -- a product or service, a buyer and a
benefit from this link is what this chapter is all about. seller; however, the niche market has an added

proactive dimension -- determining a need and
The diagram, "Existing Channels for Goat Meat meeting it. The following attributes describe products

Sales," set forth in the previous chapter (Figure 4.3) that qualify:
serves as a basic orientation to meat goat marketing
channels. Developed by the aforementioned Dr. * unique, different or hard-to-find
Pinkerton and Dr. Lynn Harwell, the diagram clearly * fresh and often locally produced
indicates where the producer is in relation to the
ultimate commercial consumers of the product -- * quality-assured
meat retailers (butchers) and restaurants. However,
despite of their respective positions within the a available on a consistent basis
channels, producers can employ a number of
marketing strategies that will enhance consumer * priced competitively
acceptance and affect product sales.

The challenge to the motivated producer is, "Find
NICHE MARKET THINKING that need and fill it!"

Not long ago an article in Progressive Farmer It's Better If It's Fresh From
entitled, "Filling Niches," featured stories of a number (Insert the Name of Your State)
of farmers growing or raising specialty products
(Deterling, 1989). A "niche market" is best defined by There is current evidence that increasing
describing one Ohio farmer's experiences marketing consumer awareness of agricultural products grown or
lamb. raised in one's home state can increase product sales.


